
MINUTES OF 1st PRiDE OUT  
VOLUNTEERS MEETING

Date and time: 18 January 2020 at 2pm
Location:  Via, Canal Street, Manchester

 
Attendees:

Bex D.
Mike H.
Paul F.

Richard Hearne
Richard O.

Sean M. 
Steve R.

Objective: 
Discuss ideas and volunteering for the formation of an LGBT+ (& friends) cycle club

Note from Richard Hearne
This meeting came about as a result of a social media post in December 2019 inviting 

interest from volunteers. Since then, the social media following has increased dramatically. 
Therefore I feel it’s helpful to communicate that this meeting was held with a view to  

exploring preliminary ideas, concerns and allow discussion to be started about the best 
way to begin the formation of our new cycle club. We will soon be taking interest in roles 

on the committee and volunteering - all will be welcome to show an expression of interest. 
I want to stress that at the point of this meeting, nothing had been decided in terms of 

roles and they are open to all.

 
The meeting was opened by Richard Hearne who founded the cycle group in May 2019.  All 

parties introduced themselves, their hopes and future aspirations for the group.

Ambitions for the club
Many ideas were talked about but we agreed we wish to create a place to cycle where 
inclusivity is paramount. PRiDE OUT should be a place where all sections of the LGBTQ+ 
community (and friends) can get out on their bike regardless of age, sexual orientation, 
gender identity, bike type or ability.  We wish to offer a non-judgemental, relaxed and fun 
environment. At the same time we want to be professional, reliable, transparent and not 
over complicate things. Our goal is to create a safe space where all members are able to 
take part in activities at their own ability-level which they find comfortable. But we also 
wish to offer opportunities and encouragement to help people push outside their normal 



comfort zone boundaries, of course with support and encouragement from fellow 
members where it’s desired.

Inclusivity
Considering the diverse community that we wish to appeal to, we were all in agreement 
that some parts of the community will need more encouragement and help than others e.g. 
women, non-binary and transgender cyclists. It was mentioned that photos on social media 
that predominantly pictured male riders may discourage some from joining the group. We 
agreed that after the initial rides in January and February were completed, we could look at 
the demographics who attended and look to introduce ideas that might boost membership 
from less well represented parts of the LGBT community. Richard Hearne mentioned he 
had been in touch with a few transgender groups looking for advice about inclusivity.

Event Types
Taking into consideration members ability level, fitness, and physical & mental health, further 
discussion may be required to make events as inclusive as possible. There may be things we 
haven’t considered but we don’t wish to be elitist in any way. It was mentioned that some 
may be less likely to join the group if rides were continually more than 15-20 miles. 
So that we don’t put people off joining, it was discussed that we should try to offer rides of 
varying length, possibly from 5 up to 50 miles plus.

Going forward, we may look at some kind of ride rating or traffic light system so people 
can easily distinguish between ride difficulty and length of ride e.g. grade 1-4 or green, 
amber and red. It was also agreed that rides should have defined estimated time duration, 
detail about the number of breaks and whether to end with a social gathering. Most agreed 
that the social gathering at the end of a ride was important because it can be difficult to 
talk whilst cycling. Relaxing with a drink or food at the end allows this and offers a great 
opportunity to form real bonds.

Other event ideas for the future which generated great enthusiasm included multi-day cycle 
trips with overnight accommodation and camping events for those who wish to get 
involved in cycle-touring.

The group was unanimous in supporting a buddy system where new members can request 
support before an event and would be matched up with a current member to support and 
motivate where necessary. Too many groups lose members because they get left behind or 
do not feel they fit in, which we wish to avoid. 

The subject of risk assessments was brought up and all present were in agreement that 
these were important to ensure rider safety. It was suggested that a concise risk 
assessment be created for each event that covers all possible circumstances, even the most 
unlikely e.g. hissing Canada geese guarding their chicks on canal tow paths!

Fees
Fees were met with mixed opinion. As with most groups with an annual membership fee or 
free payable at each event, it is only requested to cover costs. Most present agreed that an 

annual fee would be acceptable, however further discussion would be required around a fee 
for each event that a member took part in. It was mentioned that fees requested would 



enable the group to put on some social events, cover insurance, promote the group and 
cover other unexpected costs. We may also be able to look at concessions e.g. for 

unemployed people, people on low incomes or pensioners.

Anticipated problems
No major concerns raised apart from starting and keeping the club as inclusive as possible.

Conflict
It was agreed conflict was unlikely to crop up, but democratic votes would be used to deal 

with splits in opinion and the chairperson having the casting vote.

Marketing / Social media
We discussed marketing and promotion of the group and where events should be 

promoted. Current social media posts were applauded for their informative and precise 
detail.  Currently events are added on Facebook with a link to British Cycling’s ‘Let’s Ride’ 
platform and it was agree it could be a little confusing. We need to bring everything into 

one simple platform.  All were in agreement that Richard Hearne has done a sterling job so 
far.  We agreed social media posts should be limited to no more than once daily, possibly 

5-7 times per week to reduce the risk of people stopping following.

Where should be publish ride events? / Website
Publishing rides has been effective so far through Facebook, but the navigation to ‘Let’s 

Ride’ could be confusing and complicated. It was agreed that a website would be effective 
to bring together in one place all of the club’s events, news, blogs, updates, and publications 

e.g. constitution and meeting minutes

Other items discussed
Circulation of photos should be considerate to some people’s wishes not to be published. 
We will advise at the start of rides that pictures may be taken and shared, and we will ask 
people to step out of the photo or inform us if they don’t wish to be on photos shared on 

the web.

Where should next of kin detail be stored in accordance with GDPR?
We need to develop emergency procedures in the event of accident and share the process.

Should disclaimers be available?

AGREED ACTIONS 

1) A committee needs to be formed. Richard Hearne to consider members expression of 
interest to committee positions and appoint.

2) Mike H will look into options for opening a bank account.
3) Richard O would look into web and marketing. 

4) Paul F to look at the constitution and create a first draft
5) Once a committee is appointed, Richard Hearne will set up the first  committee meeting


